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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes the results of a study Df telecom-
munications demand performed under NASA Contract NAS3-21366.
Demand is projected through the year 2000 for each of the major
communications services and is presented with supporting data
concerning costs, reliability, and the geographical distribu-
tion of traffic. Particular emphasis is placed on chat portion
of the demand suitable for satellite delivery systems, and the
potential role of 30/'20 GHz systems in meeting the anticipated
growth of demand. A more detailed presentation is contained
in Volume II.

1. SCOPE

The study forecasts the demand for telecommunications serv-
ices through the year 2000, with a primary focus centering on
that portion of demand which offers a suitable target for trans-
mission via satellite. The study therefore emphasizes long dis-
tance communications needs, i.e., communications which extend be-
yond local boundaries, nominally taken to be 200 miles.

DEMAND FORECASTS BY SERVICE TYPE

The basic demand forecasts of this study are organized by
type of service, the major categories of which are Voice, Video,
and Data. Important subcategories of each of these services are
identified and traffic demand for each is estimated.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF TRAFFIC

The study also investigates the geographical distribution
of traffic, both as a function of distance traveled and in rela-
tion to city size. Maps showing traffic density over the contig-
uous states are presented for each of the benchmark years 1980,
1990, and 2000.

USER MARKET IDENTIFICATION

Sortings of the basic demand forecasts are presented to indi-
cate the fraction of traffic demand generated by various user cate-
gories. The user categories are: Private Individuals, Business,
Government, and Institutions.

CASE STUDY OF A MFTROPOLITAN AREA

The study also includes a description of a large metropolitan
area. The Atlanta region was selected for this purpose as being
one of strong economic growth with rapidly expanding needs for
communications facilities. The development of communications pat-
terns in this region is typical of those urban areas undergoing
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substantial growth in populati(in and in economic activity, and it
is from these areas that the bulk of traffic demand may be ex-
pected.

SEPVICE COSTS

Communications is a commodity with an economic price tag and
estimates are provided for the current and projected costs of
telecommunications. The estimates include projections for the
costs of terrestrial tails .involved in distributing satellite
traffic to users. Costs are also provided for terrestrial trans-
mission facilities so that the casts of these facilities and
those of projected satellite communications facilities may be
compared. The elasticity of demand in response to changes in
price is discussed in terms of telecommunications as a whole, and
with respect to a limited segment of communications whose price
behavior can vary with respect to that of telecommunications in
general.

DEMAND AS A FUNCTION OF RELIABILITY

Rain attenuation is an important design consideration for
30/20 GHz satellite communications. The cost of such a system
is significantly dependent on reliability objectives. This study
examines demand for satellite communications as a function of re-
liability for each of the service categories and subcategories.
The degree of user acceptance at each level of reliability is
established and the effectiveness of offering price reductions in
compensation for reduced levels of reliability is discussed.

REAL TIME VS. DEFERRED COMPONENTS OF DEMAND

Another important factor in telecommunications system design
is the degree to which traffic can be deferred rather than immed-
iately transmitted. A large component of deferred traffic per-
mits more efficient use of the communications facilities by re-
ducing peak loads. The demand forecasts of this study consider
the real time and deferred transmission needs of the user commun-
ity. That component of the demand requiring real time service is
estimated as are those components that can tolerate various de-
lays ranging from minutes to one day.

SATELLITE CAPTURE

The portion of the total
ried by satellites for each o
and expressed in terms of the
that will be needed. This, i
of transponders that will be
arrive at the year in which C
urated in the absence of new

traffic that is likely to be car-
f the benchmark years is estimated
number of satellite transponders
n turn, is compared with the number
available in the C and Ku bands to
and Ku capacity would become sat-
satellite technology.
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2. METHODOLOGY

SUBDIVISION BY SERVICE CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES

The primary demand forecasts of this study are developed
by s-parating telecommunica+-lons into the three service group-
ings of Voice, Video, and D-?ta, Ea , '_ of these is divided into
several major categories, n;; a;t of which are further subdivided
to arrive at a level of specialization at which the projection
of future trends is facilitated. The major categories and sub-
categories used in this study are listed in Table 1, together
with a brief indication of approach used in projecting demand.

DEMAND PROJECTIONS

The division of overall traffic demand into the traffic
components listed in Table 1 allows demand to be forecast by
the methods most suitable for each in terms of available in-
formation sources and data bases. As indicated in Table 1,
several different methods of forecasting were used. In some
cases, extrapolation of existing trends (generally with ad-
ditional considerations factored in) forms the primary basis
for forecasting. In other cases, inputs are obtained from
market research studies and from industry group surveys which
forecast expected revenues and industry-wide expansion.

For newer telecommunications services, where historical
trend data is non-existent, projections are based on the prob-
able degree of displacement, by telecommunications, of services
presently supplied by other modes. Demand for telecommunica-
tions in support of electronic mail, for example, is forecast
on the basis of the replacement of a sizable portion of mail
and other p'-rsical document delivery services. Similarly, a
growinc_ displacement of business air travel in favor of video-
conferencing provides the basis on which videoconferencing
traffic demand is projected.

ANALYSIS

The segmentation of total demand into several categories
and subcategories of traffic also facilitates the development
of various analyses that were required. For example, the de-
gree to which the reliability performance of a communications
system may be expected to influence demand depends on the ur-
gency of the various end user missions and applications.
Clearly, a subcategory such as electronic mail can better tol-
erate occasional communications interruptions than can a sub-
category with urgent real-time re quirements such as Network TV.

3
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By analyzing each component separately, and ag(jroqatinq the
results, estimates of overall rel,i.ability recTuirements are ob-
tained.

Similar considerations apply t -) the investigation of the
relative magnitudes of real-time vs deferred modes of trans-
mission and to such technical. issues as peak factors and the
degree of market penetration that may be expected for satellite
communications.

UNITS

Demand is expressed, at various points in the report, in
different systems of units as appropriate to the particular sub-
ject under discussion. Initially, demand estimates are ex-
pressed in the units most commonly used for the traffic compo-
nent in question. Thus demand for Message Telephone Service is
first developed in terms of the number of call-seconds required,
while demand for Network TV and CATV is expressed in terms of
video channels. Similarly, requirements for Videoconferencing
are originally developed in terms of the required number of
teleconference hours per year, while Data traffic is estimated
in terms of terabits per year (one terabit equals 1012 bit).

This approach has the advantage of simplifying the use of
available data and allowing ready crosschecking of information
from differing sources. However, it does not lend itself to
comporisons of the amount of demand in one traffic category
relative to the others, and it does not permit the aggregation
of results. At a later stage in the report, when it becomes
necessary to compare and combine the demand estimates for the
various components of traffic, the estimates are converted to
common units. Since most satellite technology over the time
frame of this study will be digital, the units selected are
bits,and demand for all traffic components is converted to
terabits per year.

Finally, in order to estimate the communications resources
needed to satisfy projected demand, the demand estimates are
converted to peak hour traffic rates (megabits per second) and,
after estimating the fraction of traffic that will be captured
by satellites, into requirements for satellite transponders.

CASE STUDY OF `^ METROPOLITAN AREA

Background data for the description of the Atlanta region
was obtained by interviews with organizations in the Atlanta
region. Primary sources of data are the Southern Bell Tele-
phone Company and the Atlanta Regional Commission. Supplemen-
tary information was provided by various planning documents
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and reports. Nationwide
munication traffic data
with general trend: and
supplement that obtainer

dem,.?graphic, economic, an y telocom-
was used to compare re 'u It a for Atlanta
to provide background information to

d in Atlanta.

NEED FOR NNW TECHNC LOGY

The demand studies reveal a large growth in requi,rementc
for satellite communications over the period of this study.
The projected demand is comraared with the capacity of present
technology to determine the probable date aL which new tech-
nology, beyond that presently contemplated for C, and Ku banct
satellites, will be needed.



3. RESULTS

DEMAND FOR VOICE SERVICES

Demand for voice s tr.vice s) is presented in several different
forms. The first pr,ojc -it s voice service traffic in basic units
of billions of call seconds per year for MTS ar-? WATS, and in
terms of the required numb.^r of nominal 4 KFir duplex liner for
Private Line ;service. These results are presented in Table 2.
All requirements shown pe:rt.ai,n to intercity traffic traveling
200 miles or more..

i:ABLF 2. VOICE SERVICF DEMAND - BASIC UNITS
(Greater than 200 Miles)

1980 1990 2000

MTS Residential	 (billion ..C.l-sec.) 634 1540 2950

MTS Business	 (billion call-sec.) 686 1800 3920

WATS	 (billion call-sec.) 1250 2880 4470

Private Lines	 (thous. of duplex lines) 57 150 3:7

Voice traffic demand is also developed in terms of the num-
ber of voice circuits needed to accommodate busy-hour demand.
Table 3 presents these results for the business peak hour which,
when video and data traffic are added, becomes the controlling
peak. Results for the residential peak hour, however, are vir-
tually the same.

TABLE 3. VOICE SERVICE DEMAND - MILLIONS OF
PEAK HOUR DUPLEX CIRCUITS
(Greater than 200 miles)

1980 1990 2000

MTS Business & Residential 0.11
i

0.28 0.59

WATS 0.18 0.41 0.63

Private Line 0.06 0.15 0.36

TOTAL 0.35 0.34 1.58

7



La:^t1y, Voice Serv.. ? D€?miin€.I :.(i Cf^I1V(^ y t'jE ( j f :i()17l t}1('
units of Tab1c k to dig ital ullitr, to pft )- ilit later €_-',€ wlial°7.."'on
and aggregation with Video an€.i Data .11orvice Demand. P.e?c u1t_. ' aro
presontod in Table, 4. A ba. is voice t1.i(Iit:iFation rift€? of 64
Kbps is assumed.

`i'ABLE 4.	 VOICE, I,RV1'C1,' DIJ ,1ANI:) - '11'110U.")ANDS C.IF
TE'1WI I T,a PER YEAI

((,	 f- t^r i^iinn 9 n o mi iris-i

1980 1990 2000

MTS Business & Residential £169 ss i 427 880

WATT; 160
r

369 572

Private Line 230 605 1441

TOTAL 559 1401 1	 2893

The composite average annual, growth rate for the first
decade is 9.6  percent, decreasing to 7.5 percent in the period
1990 to 2000.

DEMAND FOR VIDEO SERVICES

Demand for video services is summarized in Table 5. Video-
conferencing demand is expressed in terms of thousands of tele-
conferences per year. All other components are stated in terms
of video channels.

TABLE 5. VIDEO SERVICE DEMAND - BASIC UNITS
(Greater than 200 miles)

Units 1980	 1990 2000

Network TV Video 10 12 16
Channels

CATV Video
Channels 35 50 60

Videoconferencing Thous. of
Teleconf/Yr 5 830 3100

Educational Video Video
Channels 15 165 500

Health & Public Affairs Video
Channels 0 25 50

8



A video channel, in this context, expresses user needs for
the once-way transmission of full motion images. Iiowever, not,
all of these channels are in full-time use, and quality re-
quirements vary from category to category.

Table 6 takesquality variations into account byappl.yincl
suitable bandwidth compression factors, and also accc,unts
for the part time usage patterns estimated for each Traffic cat-
egory. Traffic demand in Table 6 is expressed in thousands of
terabits per bear. Videoconferencing demand is oonverted to
terabits per year by assuming that the average tolernnfer,-ence
requires the use of a two-way video channel for two hours. A
basic digital. rite o;' 42 megabits per second foreach video
channel is assujw: d, -ino after sui,tabl e bandwidth f urf-ors area
applied a conver^.-Ion to digit,i' i,: its is calc;aLat, ,t.

TABLE 6. VIDEO TRAFFIC DEMAND IN THOUSANDS OF
TERABITS PER YEAR

(Greater than 200 Miles)

_x._.

1980 1990. _	 2000

Network TV 13.2 15.9 10.6

CATV 46.4 33.1 26.5

Videoconferencing 3.0 83.7 267.8

Educational TV 19.9 36.4 110.4

Health & Public Affairs 0 1.6 2.2

TOTAL 82.5 170.7 417.5

Videoconferencing, wilich starts modestly in 1980, grows,
to become the largest component oi video traffic by 1990.
Taken as a whole, ua.nand for video service exhibits a 7.5 per-
cent average annual growth rate during the first decade, which
accelerates to 9.4 percent during the second decade.

9
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DEMAND FOR DATA SERVICES

Data services demand is forecast's by a variety of techniques
specific to each of the categories and subcategories that were
investigated. Demand is initially obtained in terms of the
quality of information to be transferred (for example, by e'sti-
matinq the number of documents to be transferred by electronic
mail and the number of bits necessary to accomplish th	 trans-
fer by image: and character mode transmissions). Those results,
however, must be multiplied by factors of considerable magnitude
to take into account the inefficiency inherent in most forms of
data transmission.

Access from keyboard terminals to remote computers illus-
trates the high degree of inefficiency typical of gnany practical
data transfer applications. Generally, when a terminal accesses
a computer through dial-up facilities, a full voiceband channel
is seized for the duration of the session. Simillarly, in
terminal/CPU applications using private lines, a voiceband
channel is usually occupied by the terminal or terminals shar-
ing that line and furthermore,that voiceband channel is reserved
full time whether or not data is actually being transferred.

If the needed voiceband channels are dezived digitally, as
is most prolaaLl for advanced satellite systems, the digital
equivalent of these channels will be required. This forecast
assumes, that over the time frame projected, the 64 KBPS rate
(128 KBPS for full duplex) widely used as the digital equivalent
of a voice channel in the T-1 Carrier System will prevail.

Thus, remote computer access applications typically will
occupy communications links capable of transferring thousands of
bits per second but, because of human interaction times may
actually transfer information at rates averaging only a few bits
per second. The consequent high degree of inefficiency results
in a very large mul`_. plication of the service demands associated
with these applications and this has been reflected in the demand
estimates for data services presented in the forecast for 1980.
Network approaches which avoid the high degree of inefficiency
have begun to emerge, chiefly in the form of packet networks and
similar specialized data network offerings of various carriers.
Such approaches can be effective in improving efficiency by
factors in the order of 100 to one. This forecast assumes that
by 1990, one-third of the terminal/CPU applications will benefit
by the avilability of such facilities and that by the year 2000
this will increase to 60 percent.

10
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Even with these sizeable portions of traffic travelling
via packet or other relatively efficient means, the overall
efficiency of data traffic remains low throughout the fog.ocast
period. Average values for the efficiency of data communica-
tions, weighted according to the relative magnitudes of each
traffic component are estimated at 0.2 percent, 1.5 percent,
and 1.7 percent for 1980, 1990 and 2000 respectively.

Table 7 presents demand forecasts for data service for each
of the benchmark years of this study. The results presented in-
clude the factors appropriate to each traffic component for each
year to account for the inefficiency of tacility usage. All de-
mand elements are long distance (nominally 200 miles or more).
Totals are rounded.

Data traffic during the first decade has an overall 9.6 per-
cent average yearly growth rate which decelerates to 4.6 percent
during the second decade. Deceleration in demand is due in part
to projected technological improvements in efficiency and in part
to market saturation effects in some categories of traffic.

TABLE 7. DATA SERVICE DEMAND IN THOUSANDS OF
TERABITS PER YEAR (Greater than 200 Miles)

19F30	 1990	 2000

MESSAGE TRAFFIC
TWX Telec
Fascimile

Neglig.
0.3

Neglig.
1.7

Negliq.
4.4

Electronic Mail --(1) 5.9 6.7
Total Message Traffic 0.3 7.6 11.1

COMPUTER TRAFFIC
Terminal/CPU 110.0 265.0 389.0
CPU/CPU 1.2 7.0 34.1
Total Computer Traffic 111.2 272.0 423.1y0

NARROWBAND TELECONFERENCING
Image & Char. Mode Support Neglig. 0.2 0.4
Freeze Frame TV Neglig. 0.6 1.9
Total Narrowband Teleconf. Neglig. 0.8 2.3

TOTAL DATA TRAFFIC DEMAND 112 280 437

(1) 1980 Elect. Mail included in other traffic subcategories.
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SUMMARY OF DEMAND FORECASTS

Demand for Voice, Video and Data Services is summarized in
Table 8.

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF VOICE, VIDEO AND DATA TRAFFIC: DEMAND
IN THOUSANDS OF TERABITS PER YEAR

(Greater than 200 Miles)

1980 1990 2000

Voice 559 1401 2893

Video 83 171 418

Data 112 280 437

Total 754 1852 3748

Throughout the forecast period voice service represents the
largest component of demand with video and data demand being
considerably lower and roughly comparable to each other. During
the first decade of this forecast, total demand grows at an aver-
age annual rate of 9.4 percent, which moderates to '7.3 percent
during the second decade. Over the two decades covered, demand
grows by a factor of five, providing a clear signal that exist-
ing facilities will require considerable augmentation to handle
the expected traffic.

12
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DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION OF RLZ

The distance over which traffic is transferred depends on
community of interest patterns that exist within the United
States. Many of the communication traffic components considered
in this study may be expected to follow distance distributions
typical of long distance telephone traffic. MTS Voice traffic
is clearly of this type, and so also	 e some components of Data
traffic. Teleconferencing, howevc 	 ,:.t be expected to follow
distance distribution patterns more 	 those pertaining to
airline traffic and the message traf;i.k.. c'.istance distribution
finds its parallel in the distribution of First Class Mail.

The following illustration shows the distance distribution
for telephone toll traffic, airline trips, and first class mail
for distances beyond 200 miles.

U

0	 1000	 2000	 3000

DISTANCE, D,(IN MILES)

FIG.l. DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION BEYOND 200 MILES
OF VARIOUS TYPES OF TRAFFIC

0
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The three distributions plotted are remarkably similar
considering the diversit, r of the communities of interest repre-
sented. The single curve illustrated provides a reasonable ap-
proximation to all three distributions. The equation of this
curve is:

D

where T is the percent of traffic beyond 200 miles that travels
D miles or more. Based on this empirical curve, 50 percent of
the traffic most suitable for satellite transmission (i.e.,
that transmitted beyond 200 miles) travels more than 700 miles
and 37 percent travels more than 1000 miles.

Since a single distribution provides a good approximation
to the three communities of interest represented by toll tele-
phone, air travel, and first class mail statistics, it is rea-
sonable to assume that no significant difference will be found
in the distances traveled by the various communications compo-
nents that are logically related to these distributions.

Thus it may be concluded that, to a first approximation,
voice and data traffic,and many of the subcategories of video
traffic, follow roughly the same distance distribution. Fur-
thermore, it appears that the distance distribution is rela-
tively insensitive to future population shifts, and as a result
will not change significantly over the time frame of this study.

Network TV, CATV, and some of the other components of video,
however, depart from the distance distribution discussed above.
These network-oriented subcomponents of the Video Services cate-
gory require a relatively small number of wideband channels
originating in specific major metropolitan areas. These chan-
nels are used in a broadcast mode to reach a widely dispersed
set of users. While Network TV and CATV demand is of signifi-
cance circa 1980, the rapid growth of Videoconferencing soon
dominates video demand. As a result, with the possible excep-
tion of 1980, the bulk of video as well as voice and data traf-
fic is predicted to follow the distance distribution described
above.

14
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TRAFFIC VOLUME AS A FUNCTION OF CITY SIZE

Cities throughout the U.S. vary widely in both size and in
character so that two cities of the same size may present con-
siderably different traffic, requirements. However, when aver-
aged over many cities., with a wide mix of characteristics,
variations from city to city average out and population re-
mains the basic determinant of traffic.

Figure 2 shows the distribution o% population among cities
in six population ranges from very small to very large. Under
the assumption that the overall distribution of communications
demand follows population patterns, the same chart provides a
breakdown of total telecommunications demand by city size.

26.3

104 -3x134	3x104-105	 105-3x105	 3x105-106	 106--3x106	 3x106-107

CITY POPULATION

FIGURE 2. PERCENT OF POPULATION (OR TRAFFIC)
BY CITY SIZE FOR CITIES WITH POPULATIONS

ABOVE 10,000

Since the ratio of business traffic to residential traffic
generally increases as a function of city size, it is also of
interest to consider separately the distributions of traffic by
city size for business and for residential traffic. This was

15
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accomplished by determining the relative number of business and
residential telephones in cities of each size category and using
the ratio to modify the total traffic demand shown in Figure 2.
The resulting distributions for business and residential traffic
are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

24.1

1 04 -3x104 	 3x1 04-1 05 	 10 5 3x 105 	3x1 05-106	 106-3x1 06 	3x1 06-107

CITY POPULATION

FIGURE 3. PERCENT OF BUSINESS TRAFFIC BY CITY SIZE

27.5
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The porting of residential and business-oriented traffic by
city size category, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, may be approxi-
mately correlated with the service categories of Voice, Video,
and Data used elsewhere in this report. The business traffic
distribution of Figure 3 serves as a model for almost all of the
Data traffic and for most of the Video.	 It also serves as a
model for the WATS, Private Line, and MTS Business components of
Voice traffic. Thus Figure 3 describes the distribution with
respect to city size of most of the service categories defined
in this report. The major exceptions to this are MTS Residential
traffic which car. be expected to follow the residential distri-
bution shown in Figure 4, and the network oriented portions of
Video components which originate in a few specific metropolitan
areas rather than being widely distributed over the United States.

17



TRAFFIC; DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

The study estimates the density of communications traffic
per square mile throughout the United States. The basic tele-
communications demand forecasts for the United State; was or-
ganized for this purpose into three groupings as follows:

a. Residential (MTS Residential only)
b. Network TV
C. Business - all other subcategories of Table 1

To estimate the traffic per unit area over the United
States, the Residential and Business traffic as defined above
was distributed in proportion to the number of residential
and business telephones existing in each state. Network TV
traffic was assigned proportionately to the three metropolitan
areas in which this traffic originates, i.e., New York, Los
Angeles, and Washington, D.C. and is included in the associated
states.

The total traffic for each geographic, region was then di-
vided by the land area of that region to obtain traffic dern-
sity per unit area. Results are displayed in Figures 5, 6, and
7, for the years 1980, 1990, and 2000, respectively. The den-
sity ranges indicated on the maps are decade ranges defined as
follows:

Very Low - .01 to 0.1 terabits per year per square mile
Low	 - 0.1 to 1.0
Medium	 - 1.0 to 1.0
High	 - 10 to 100

The results confirm expected patterns, with the higher
traffic densities primarily concentrating in the Northeast.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the overall increase in traffic den-
sity over the 1980 to 2000 time frame. In 1980 only three
percent of the total U.S. area generates more than one tera-
bit per square mile annually. By 1990, eighteen percent of
the area generates more than one terabit per square mile an-
nually, and by the year 2000 this level of traffic originates
from almost a third of the area of the U.S.
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USES: MARKET TI)EN`.P'llITCATION

The study presentsa I)I'eeaUmn of the traffic CtE?ITand ac-
cordinq to type of user. Tablee 5 `"shows traffic in thousands
of terabitsi per year for each of An benC',f1IIlark yearn s F?pa cited
into foul' user cat3E'qoL ies .

TABLE 9. TAT STRTBUTTON OF TR11F	 T.C; BY USER CATEGORY
(thousands of terabits per year)

I'l	 i	 1';it.' I'il: i	 II('.1:, r ;tl',Tt . 1 ll:;t. 'I't!t .i	 I

7
SV () 1.

19 30 81. Q2 90 66 x,59
1990 196 H12 224 148 1400
2000 376 1676 491 147 2890

V i doo

1980 - 61 - 22 83
1990 - 120 5 46 171
2000 4 :66 14 134 418

Data

1980 - 75 21 16 112
1090 3 188 53 36 280
2000 4 393 83 57 437
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CAST; STUDY OF A METROPOLITAN AREA

This study examines the characteristics of a large metro-
politan area to ident.i fy the telecommunication:, demand likely
to evolve in centers of this type. The Atlanta region was se°-
lected for this purpose since it represents the type of fast
growing metropolitan area that offers a good potential market.
for both existing and innovative telecommunications services.

The geographic area investi g ated in the caso study in-
cludes:

(a) The Atlanta Region, consisting of seven counties
containing more than 90 Percent of the Atlanta
SMSA's population and employment.

(b) The North Georgia Area, cavering the telephone number-
ing plan area 404, which is one of the y two area codes
assigned to Georgia.

The Atlanta region in 19;5 included 0.8 pe'rce'nt of the
nation's population and 0.9 percent of the nation's employed,
civilian, non-agricultural labor force. Current annual popu-
lation growth rate is about five percent per year as compared
to 0.8 percent for the country as a whole.

The Atlanta region's consumption of telecommunications is
also rapidly growing. The number of main telephones in the
Atlanta region is currently growing at over eight percent per
year while overall for the United Stat(?s this rate is three
percent. Similarly, the number of households with access to
CATV cables is higher in Atlanta than the national average.

The Atlanta regi_)n was recently chosen by Bell Laboratories
as the location for a study of the economics of an all-digital
telephone exchange capable of serving a mix of innovative tele-
communications services expected for the 1980s. Currently an
eight-mile fiber optics link is being implemented by the
Southern Bell Telephone Company to supply 45 Mbps capacity in
the Atlanta region.

The Atlanta region also is served by a large and growing
number of trunks linking it to other metropolitan areas through-
out the country. Figure 8 show. this community of interst
circa 1978. A total of 6904 interstate trunks connecting
Atlanta with 39 other major SMSAs are shown. Projections for
1980, 1990, and the year 2000 indicate that the number of
trunks will grow to 8700, 16,700, and 31,300 respectively.
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TERRESTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS COSTS

The costs of long haul and short distance terrestrial com-
munications facilities were estimated for the year. p 1980, 1990
and 2000. The terrestrial facilities considered are microwave
radio relay, coaxial cable, and fiber optics cable. The first
two media represent the bulk of the current terrestrial long
haul plant, and the third, fiber optics, is anticipated to be-
come an important constituent in the next two decades. All
three terrestrial media are important competitors to a potential
30/20 GFiz satellite system.

Table 10 summarizes terrestrial communications costs for
all three media for the years 1976, 1980, 1990, and 2000. Costs
are provided for both analog and digital systems and weighted
averages are formed to arrive at composite costs. Projections
for microwave radio relay and coaxial cable are determined by
starting with 1976 as the base year since good data is available
for this year from the FCC and common carrier sources. Fiber
optics facilities, however, are insignificant for the base year
since this new technology had almost no in-place plant in 1976.
Projections for fiber optics, therefore, are based on estimates
for the technology derived from current ITT planning informa-
tion. it is anticipated that fiber optics will be important
in satisfying new traffic requirements.

The requirements for short haul terrestrial communication
links is different from that described above. Terrestrial links
of up to 50 miles will be needed to support local distribution
of a satellite trunking earth station as well as to provide in-
terconnection between two space diversity earth station sites
which are employed for reliability purposes. There is no in-
herent difference, however, in the type of equipment used for
short haul transmission as compared to that used for long haul
transmission. Table 11 summarizes the short haul transmission
costs.
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PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

Elasticity of demand for communications S(Irv i C O with re-
spect to price changes depends very strongly on the altorna-
tives available to users. When the communications plant as a
whole is considered, demand is relatively inelastic. Values
of about -0.2 are suggested in some recent studios of the tele-
phone plant indicating that a decrease in price of one percent
is likely to cause an increase in traffic of only 0.2 percent.

However, when a limited segment of communications is con-
sidered (for example, satollite communications), price changes
relative to the remainder of the communications plant have a
much larger impact on demand. Clearly, if users can select an
alternative medium offering comparable service at lesser cost,
they will elect the less costly alternative. Demand in this
case may therefore be expected to be much more elastic. Some
limited studies indicate that price elasticity for a limited
segment of the communications plant is about -1.6. While
available data does not provide guidance in this respect, it
appears likely that this value is most applicable to price de-
creases of the limited segment below the prevailing rates for
the remainder of the communications plant. Under these circum-
stances, a limited segment of communications offering a price
decrement of one percent might be expected to achieve a 1.6
percent increase in volume.
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DEMAND AS A FUNCTION OF RELIABILITY

The acceptability of various levels of reliability is
evaluated for each of the communications categories introduced
in this study. This assessment is carried out over the range
of reliability performance that may be expected at various
levels of design for 30/20 GHz satellite links.

A reliability measure commonly used to describe commu-
nications system performance is "Availability" which is de-
fined as the percentage of time for which the transmission
quality achieves some defined standard of performance. The
study evaluates the acceptability to users of service at four
levels of reliability, 99.99 percent, 99.9 percent, 99.5
percent, and 99.0 percent. An availability level of 99.9
percent is roughly equivalent to, or slightly better than, that
achieved by most present day electronic communications systems.
Thus, the four levels of availability investigated cover a
range of performance from much better to much worse than the
performance of typical existing services.

While availability is a valuable indicator of reliability
performance, it does not fully define the reliability of the
link in terms that permit the evaluation of user acceptance.
Availability is dependent only on the total number of hours
of outage and gives no indication of whether this total con-
sists of frequent short outages, or infre quent outages of
longer duration. To supplement availability considerations,
therefore, reasonable assumptions were made (based on typical
rainstorm-induced outage patterns) regarding the frequency
and durations of outages characteristic of each of the four
levels of availability under consideration. Together with the
availability these define the typical reliability profiles sum-
marized in Table 12.

TABLE 12. TYPICAL RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE

Availability 99.99 99.9 99.5 99.0
(Percent)

Aggregate Outage
(Hours per Year) 0.9 9 44 88

Typical Frequency
(Outages per Year) 11 35 105 175

Typical Duration
(Minutes) 5 15 25 30
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The reliability profiles presented in Table 10 were used
as a guide in estimating the degree of acceptability of each
level of reliability with respect to each of the traffic sub-
categories identified earlier (Table 1). For each traffic sub-
category, an acceptability percentage was assigned reflecting
the estimated competitive rating of a satellite link (at each
reliability level) relative to other transmission modes of
equal costs but with reliability typical of the existing tele-
communications plant.

For a traffic component with more or less stringent re-
liability requirements, only the highest reliability levels
would be considered acceptable by most users and this was ac-
counted for by assigning acceptability percentages considerably
less than 100 percent to the lower reliability levels. Thus,
for example, for the Facsimile subcategory of traffic, accepta-
bility values of 100, 90, 20, and 10 percent were assigned re-
spectively to the availability levels of 99.99, 99.9, 99.5,
and 99.0 percent. This reflects an estimation that virtually
all users of Facsimile are likely to find currently available
levels of reliability acceptable, but that the two lower levels
of reliability would find few buyers at costs comparable to
other existing transmission modes.

Similar acceptability percentages were assigned to each
traffic subcategory using the reliability profiles of Table 12
as a guide and taking into account the requirements of typical
users of each type of traffic. The assigned percentages were
then combined with the forecast demand (in terabits per year)
to arrive at weighted average acceptability percentages for
Voice, Video, and Data as well as for total traffic demand.

The results of this analysis are presented in Table 13
for each benchmark year. Implicit in the previous discussion
is the assumption that the cost for service at each reliability
level is comparable to that of existing competitive telecommu-
nications services at reliability levels typical of most exist-
ing communications. The study used the previously described
procedure to evaluate also the probable effectiveness of a
substantial cost reduction (20 to 30 percent) in improving the
degree of acceptance. These results also appear in Table 13.

The values presented in Table 13 are not strongly depend-
ent on year. The greatest dependence in this respect is in
the Video category, reflecting a trend toward less critical
traffic as Video Teleconferencing grows relative to the highly
critical Network TV component. Even for Video, however, varia-
tion from year to year is not of major significance.
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The following conclusions may be drawn from Table 1'?.

1. High Availability (99.99 percent)

• Acceptable to virtually all candidate traffic.

• Cost reduction and/or further improvement in
availability produces negligible increase in
acceptability.

2. Medium Availability (99.9 percent)

• Acceptable to most, but not all, of the candidate
traffic.

• Cost reduction can improve acceptability, but not
to the levels achieved with high availability
above.

3. Low Availability (99.5 percent and 99.0 percent)

• Acceptable to only a minor fraction of the candi-
date traffic.

• Cost reduction has a significant impact on ac-
ceptability and results in the satisfaction of
nearly one-quarter of the potential traffic at
99.9 percent availability.

As a general conclusion, it appears that the improvement of
availability has greater significance than the lowering costs.
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REAL-TIME VS DEFERRED TRAFFIC DEMAND

An important factor in the design of a communications sys-
tem is the degree to which real-time response is required. Real-
time transmissions intensify the inefficiencies inherent in de-
signing for peak hour demands, while deferred traffic allows
greater efficiency by permitting use of the facilities provided
during off-peak hours.

Real-time usage implies immediate transmission of the sig-
nal from user to user. In practice, however, some delays are in-
duced by propagation time, or by the transmission mode (for ex-
ample, packetized voice). These are generally accepted within
the definition of real time as long as the delays remain a frac-
tion of a second or less. The major contributor to real-time
traffic is Voice, but other important traffic segments with
real-time demands exist in the Video and Data categories as well.

Systems for deferred traffic may be designed for a wide
range of delays. For convenience in estimating demand, deferred
traffic was considered under three categories corresponding to
delays in the order of minutes, hours, or one day.

Delays in the order of minutes do not allow much latitude
in reassigning traffic to less busy hours, but nevertheless per-
mit some design economies in the form of packet transmission or
other forms of dense packing of bits. Many applications of fac-
simile service fall in this category as does some of the inquiry
mode data traffic, and the more urgent components of electronic
mail.

User tolerance for delays of several hours results in sub-
stantial system economy by off-loading peak hour traffic. many
communications applications can profitably use, and in some
cases may even require, such delays (for example, store and for-
ward traffic to an office which, because of time zone differences,
will not open for some hours). Much of the electronic mail and
computer type traffic such as that used in Electronic Funds
Transfer applications is in this category. In addition, some
transmissions to off-line storage media (such as magnetic tape)
for later replay can profitably tolerate several hours of delay,
and candidate traffic of this type will be found in the Video
area.

The last category of deferred traffic (delays up to one
day) permits overnight transmission and, in many respects, is
similar to the "Express Mail" service currently offered by
the U.S. Postal Service. Candidates for this type of service
include the less urgent segments of electronic mail and the
various video signals transmitted to storage media for later
replay.
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The overall methodology followed in estimating user re-
quirements for real-time vs deferred traffic is similar to
that used in the previous discussion of service demand vs
availability. Estimates of user requirements for each of the
subcategories of traffic included under. Voice, Video, and Data
were formed by considering the types of communications appli-
cations contributing to the traffic and their typical require-
ments. Weighted averages were them formed to obtain estimates
for the percentage of traffic for which real-time res ponse is
needed and the percentages for which delays in the order of
minutes, hours, and one day are suitable. An underlying as-
sumption in arriving at these figures is that the longer the
delay, the less costly the service, and that consequently a
strong economic motivation is offered to users able to accept
progressively greater delays.

Table 14 summarizes the percent of traffic demand falling
in each range of delay.

Most of the traffic categories included in Table 14 change
only slightly with time. The major exception is Video traffic
which, because of the growth of Video Teleconferencing, moves
moderately toward a greater percentage of real-time demand as
time progresses.

For all components of traffic, the major requirement is
for real-time service. Data traffic provides the highest over-
all demand for deferred traffic amounting to roughly 40 percent
of the volume, but most of this is in the minutes to hours de-
lay categories. Video traffic has a lower proporation of de-
ferred traffic, but much of its demand for deferred traffic
falls in the hours to one-day delay cat,?gories, allowing con-
venient use of off-peak nighttime capacity.

Total traffic, which tends to be dominated by the large
component of real-time voice traffic, presents approximately 90
percent of its demand in the real-time category and has rela-
tively small demands for service in each of the deferred delay
categories.
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TABLE 1.4. SIMMARY
PERCENT REAL-TIME VS DEFERRED TRAFFIC DEMAND

	DE'llERRED.	
NE- I A ŷRABITS/YR 	 l.,s	 II()llR 	 0[-'i'N---	

TIME	 M I Ntl ,i, _I	 -	 .	 _	 I

1980

VOICE 559,000 loo 0

VIDEO 83,000 53 0

DATA 112,000 60 20

TOTAL 754,000 89 3

0 0

14 33

20 0

5 4

1.990

VOICE 1,401,000 100 0 0

VIDEO 1,11,000 76 0 8

DATA 280,000 59 20

3

20

4TOTAL 1,852,000 91

2000

VOICE 2,893,000 100 0 0 0

VIDEO 418,000 80 0 7

20

13

DATA 437,000 58 20 2

TOTAL 3,748,000 93 2 3 2

COSTS DECREASE
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Alinual Traffic
(Thous"nds of
Terabits/Year)

Voice 559
Video 84
Data 112
Total 755

BUSY HOUR TRAP TC RATE

Traffic demand, an e xpre^; sod e arl.ier° in thin report, in
indicative of the fatal annual flow of traffic that must be
supported by the lenq di p trance communications plant.. However,
in exploring the capacity for which the communications pliant.
must Ike? designed, it is ne?c ospary to take .into account the
fact that demand fluctuates from clay to day and from hour to
hour, with heavy cocentratinns of traffic resu.1 t.i,nq at particu-
lar times. ('d'IRIMOn engineering practice in to design the com-
munications plant- to accommodate the traffic levels occurring
in the lousy hour of a typical day. This is genor°al ly approached
by applyinq a peak hour to avr.rage hour factor as appropriate to
each category of traffic. The result converts traffic demand,
as expressed in torab.its per year, into the number of megabits
per. second carried by the communications plant durin 7 the busy
hour.

Table 15 summarizes the projected traffic rates during
both the average and busy hours for each of the benahmark years
of this study. While the ratio of peak hour to busy hour traf-
fic rate varies from traffic component- to component., the overall
peak factor remains relatively constant at about 2.2 to 2.3 for
all three years.

TABLE 15. SUMMARY OF BUSY HOUR TRAFFIC

1980

'PI cif f i c	 Rate Traf f.i c Rata
During Avq.Hr. During Busy Hr.
Vlecq3bl ts/fec.) (Megablts/secd

- 21,300 44,000
2,700 2,900
5,200 20,600	 -	 -

- 29 1 200 67,500

1990

Voice 1,401 53,200 107,900
Video 171 6,700 13,200
Data 280 13, 000 511100

--Total 1.,$52 72,900	 -- 172,200

2000

	

r--voice	 2,893	 107,400	 205,100-- ---- - - - --

	

I Video	 417	 17,200	 37;900
Data	 _4 37 	2 0,200 _ 	 78,800

	

Total	 3,747	 144,800--_

	

44,800	 321,800
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The values provided in the first two columns pertain
to total traffic volumes and thereforare roughly related
to potential revenues associated with the various services.
This relationship, however, is not necessarily a close one
since the mix of facilities (i.e., dial-up, private line,
WATS, packet, etc.),and thus costs, varies from service to
service.

The last column of Table 15 shows the Busy Hour Traffic.
These values relate more closely to required communications
plant facilities which must generally be sized to handle the
busy hour of a typical day. Those traffic components, such as
many of the important data service applications which concentrate
in a limited time span during the business day receive extra
emphasis in terms of facilities needed. Thus, compared with
voice services whose combined residential and business
components present a more evenly distributed traffic load,
data services calls for a larger fraction of the required
facilities than might ordinarily be, expected.
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SA`I'FI,I,T.TF, COMPONENT OF DEMAND

The annual demand, and busy hour traffic rates, d 1 .,cu.;,,(-,d
ear:l.i.er repro sent total demand for long distance communiccat:ion,
in the United States. Resultant commlanication.> loads will be
handled by a wide vcar -t.y of communications,ons orcxani z<ati can., anci
will. involve manv types of terrestrial and satel l:i tc
The following discussion presents those fac.tc^rs that f aacour a ac
or disco . r: age the use of satellite facilities and prov:idc	 i.-
mates of the ",mount of traf f_ i_- likely to be carried by 3 at.(J-
lites.

The assumption is made that cost and reliability f.actor,
for satellite communications are: excellent anti as good as or
better than those of other available modes of communications.
If particular system designs fall short of this .ssumption, the
tradeoffs between reliability and demand, discussed earlier,
may be used to explore the impact of les,o r performance levels.

Among the factors that generally tend to slow the wide-
spread acceptance of satellite communications is the large in-
vestment in existing terrestrial plant facilities. Considerable
resistance to change is expected becaus e of this on the pc+_rt of
both the common carriers and the users. Equally power.f-a.r1 pres-
sures 'n the opposite direction ; however, will be exerted by the
projected rapid expansion of demand. As indicated by the traffic
projections sum.tarized in Table 15, communications demand over
the next two decades will grow by almost five to one, It is dif-
ficult to see how the existing facilities can economically exp7lnd
to five times their present size without making substantial use
of the high capacity potential available through satellites.
Furthermore, of the "new" technologies capable of providing the
needed high capacity, satellite communications is the most ma-
ture. In comparison to other new technologies such as fiber op-
tics, satellite communications is almost two decades further
along on the path from early R&D to practical widespread usage.

Two other general characteristics of the satellite medium
are worth noting from the particular viewpoint of the carriers
who may own and cperate the facilities. The first is that satel-
lite installations are relatively flexible compared to most of
the terrestrial communications plant. Capacity can be rapidly
added or removed in response to emerging demand by reassigning
transponders and relocating earth stations. Satellite trans-
mission costs also tend to be distance nonsensitive, a fact
which opens the possibility of pricing strategies very attrac-
tive to certain classes of users.
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From a very broad viewpoint, the items discussed above
generally encourage satellite transmission and favor increa sed
capture of communications traffic by this transmission mode.
However, with respect to each of the services discussed in this
report, the satellite medium presents special characteristics,
both favorable and unfavorable, which influence the fraction of
total traffic likely to be sent over satellite facilities.
These special characteristics are taken into account in ar.r.iv-
inq at the capture ratios estimated in Table 16.

TABLE 16. PERCENT CAPTURE BY ?ATELLITE

1980 1990 2000

Voice 2 15 25

Video 50 60 60

Da ta ..__l _-^ 50 60
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FOREMST OF RHQUTRI?n SATEMLITE, CAPACITY

Table 17 presents estimates for the capacity needed to
support that portion of the Voice, Video, and Data Traffic
forecast for satellite transmission. The first column of the
table is obtained by combining the total annual traffic (as
presented in Table 16) with the percentage of total traffic
expected to be captured by satellites (from Table 17). This
results in estimates of the annual traffic in thousands of
terabits per year projected for satellite transmission for
each year.

TABLE 17. REQUIRED SATELLITE CAPACITY

1980
Annual
Satellite Satellite Traf- Transponder Required
Traffic fic Rate During Thl-oughput Number of
(Thous. of Busy Hour Capacity Advanced
Terabits (Mcg-b'ts/

2 ^
(Megabits/ Trans-

Year)	 ` I Sec.

880

Sec_.) (3)

42

ponders --

21.0Voice 11
Video 42 1,450 42 34.5
Data 1

54
210 42 5.0

TOTAL 2,540 42 60.5

1990

Voice 210	 16,190	 72 224.9
Video 103	 7,°20	 72 110.0
Data 140	 25,5-)0	 72 354.9
TO`T'AL

_
_ 453 —	 -_49, 660	 _	 72 —689._8

2000

Voice 723 51,280 108 474.8
Video 250 22,740 108 210.6
Data 262 47,280 108 43-7.8
`TOTAL--	 ---1235 --- 121	 3 0 0	 ----- %^-	 --	 --10---	 --8 _ - 	 ^ - -----1 12 3 . 2

(1) Annual traffic from Table 15	 times percent capture by
satellite times percent capture by satellite from Table 16.

(2) Busy Hour traffic rate from Table 15 	 times percent cap-
ture by satellite from Table 16.

(3) Digital throughput rate forecast for equivalent 36 Mllz
transponders.
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The second column in Table 17 shows the satellite through-
put capacity required during the busy hour. This is similarly
obtained by combining values taken from Tables 15 and 16 and
is presented in units of megabits per second.

The number of satellite transponders necessary to handle
the projected busy hour traffic is readily derived from the
busy hour traffic rate shown in Table 17, once the traffic han-
dling capabilities of typical transponders are defined. A digi-
tal capacity of 42 megabits per second is generally accepted as
the Equivalent of present day 36 MHz satellite transponders.
It is likely, however, that over the next decades considerable
improvement in this rate will occur as a result of technology
advances. Table 17 postulates that the current 42 Mbps digital
rate equivalent to a 36 MHz transponder will grow to 72 Mbps
and 108 Mbps by the years 1990 and 2000 respectively. The last
column in this table uses these values to predict the number of
transponders that will be needed for each year of the forecast.

The number of transponders needed is also shown graphi-
cally in Figure 9. The 23 transponders shown as a dotted line
extension curve representing the total is based on historical
data for the year 1976. Growth rate is rapid in the first
decade, with some signs of saturation occurring during the sec-
ond decade. It should be noted, however, that a substantial
portion of this apparent saturation is the result of postulated
technologic improvements in transponder capacity rather than a
lessening of the growth rate of underlying demand. The latter
growth rates are represented in the totals for annual traffic,
and/or busy hour traffic rates shown in the first two columns
of Table 17.

In terms of busy hour demand the average annual growth
rate over the twenty year period is 21 percent, while in terms
of the number of advanced transponders needed to serve this de-
mand, the average annual growth rate is 16 percent.
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CAPACITY OF C AND KU BAND SATELLITES

The following discussion estimates the capacity of C and
Ku band satellites for supporting communications within the Con-
tinental United States (CONUS). Three orbital configurations
for synchronous satellites are considered in determining the
maximum number of transponders that can be provided by these two
frequency bands. The lowest capacity configuration assumes the
use of a 4.5 degree orbital spacing, and the highest capacity
configuration requires a three degree orbital spacing. The
intermediate configuration assumes a four degree spacing. The
calculation of applicable orbital slots for CONUS is based on
use of the 70 degree equatorial arc from 65 to 1.35 degrees west
longitude and the minimum look angle of the earth station anten-
nas.

Table 18 summarizes satellite communication capacity in
terms of the maximum number of transponders that can be sup-
ported by C and Ku band satellites considering the three orbital
configurations of 4.5, four and three degree slot spacings.
A capacity of 24 transponders per satellite is used uniformly
to determine the cumulative transponder number presented. The
columns marked "Total" give the total capacity of the 70 degree
orbital arc from 65 to 135 degrees west longitude, and the
columns marked "U.S." give the cumulative number of trans-
ponders based on the satellite slots deemed assignable to domes-
tic carriers. In each band, seven slots of the total are allo-
cated for use by other Western Hemisphere nations.

TABLE 18. TRANSPONDER CAPACITY VS. ORBITAL SPACING
(Number of Transponders)

Spacing
C Band Ku Band C and Ku Band

Total	 U.S. Total	 U.S. Total U.S.

4.5 0 384 216 384 216 768 432

4.1' 0 432 264 432 264 864 528

3.00 552 384 552 384 1104 768
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Figure 10 presents, in graphical form, the saturation
limits estimated for the domestic C and Ku band. The values
shown to the left of the vertical line at 1981 indicate the
absence of Ku band satellites prior to that year and, therefore,
saturation of only C band transponders is indicated. For the
years subsequent to 1981, both C and Ku band satellite satura-
tion limits are considered. Based on estimates of the tech-
nology and, more important, regulatory actions stemming from
international agreements, the most probable satellite spacings
are four degrees for C band and three degrees for Ku. This
spacing is reflected in -the solid curve of Figure 10 showing
648 as the most probable number of transponders for years sub-
sequent to 1981.
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COMPARISON OF TRANSPONDER DEMAND WITH C AND KU BAND
rAPArTTV

The number of C and Ku band satellite transponders that
are likely to be in orbit over the time frame of this study
may be compared with total demand for transponders. The com-
parison permits an estimate of the time at which C and Ku capa-
city, in the absence of new satellite technology, will become
saturated.

Figure 11 shows total demand for satellite transponders
overlaid on the estimated capacity of C and Ku band satel-
lites. The curve labeled "Increasing Capacity Transponders"
refers to advanced transponder design with digital capacity
increasing with time as discussed earlier. A most probable
target year for saturation of C and Ku band capacity is 1989.
The curve labeled "Constant Capacity Transponders" refers to
the case in which the digital capacity of nominal 36 MHz trans-
ponders remains fixed at 42 MHz. As may be seen from the curves,
if technologic advances fail to achieve the projected improve-
ments in transponder digital capacity, the most probable year
in which C and Ku systems will become saturated advances to
1987. In either event, the need for new satellite technology
prior to the decade of the 1990s is evident.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that demand for telecommunications in general,
and for satellite communications in particular, will increase
by substantial factors over the next two decades. Voice serv-
ices over this period will continue, by wide margins, to ac-
count for the largest part of overall demand for telecommuni-
cations services. However, due to economic and technical
factors, the satellite captured demand for voice, video, and
data services will all be of similar magnitude in the 1980 to
2000 time frame.

New communications facilities should be designed to
achieve levels of reliability at least equal to typical terres-
trial facilities, but need not be appreciably better in order
to be effective. While some traffic can be deferred to off-peak
hours, the bulk of the traffic projected will require real-time
transmission capabilities and future designs should reflect this
division of traffic.

The distances over which traffic is projected to be trans-
mitted are relatively large, a factor which is generally favor-
able to competition for traffic by satellite facilities. Sub-
stantial markets exist in urban areas of all sizes and a deci-
sion to serve cities down to a particular size category rests
on the economics of distributing service down to that level
rather than to a lack of total demand among these cities.

The capacity of the C and Ku satellite bands to handle the
projected demand is limited and is likely to be exceeded prior
to the decade of the 1990s. Steps necessary to introduce new
satellite technology, and to develop the 30/20 GHz band for
commercial transmission, should be taken in time to respond to
the emerging demand forecast in this study.
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